Universal Piper V3.0.6 - 25/10/2014
You are a user of Universal Piper V2 and want to upgrade to Universal Piper V3.
This update is free. However, since the license has been modified, only the standalone application will be unlocked.
In order to receive for free your complete "Application and plug-in" license, please send us your "system id".
Before installing this new version some information and recommendations:
- This is a major release, therefore it is strongly recommended to backup your Universal Piper presets and music projects of your favorite DAW,
- Do not install Universal Piper V3 two hours before a gig, take your time to discover this new version,
- Once migrated to version 3, your presets will no longer be compatible with version 2,
- As the design of some effects changed, the rendering might be slightly different,
- The current iOS version is not compatible with V3 presets (a new iOS version is in progress),
- This release no longer support PowerPC,
- The VST plugin doesn't manage MIDI output for the moment,
- Tooltips are replaced by an integrated user manual,
- 64 bit PC version requires 64 bit audio drivers (including ASIO4ALL)
What's new:
- Platform : Mac Intel and PC 32 and 64 bit. OSX 10.6 minimum
- All sound libraries including Small Pipe and Bb Uillean Pipe,
- Graphical interface:
- Touch screen compatible,
- Multi-purpose buttons : horizontal rough-tuning / vertical fine-tuning / double clic middle
- All menus integrated in the main window (MIDI console, export/import, hardware settings)
- General:
- Balance is replaced by presence (drones level according to chanter level) in order to maintain a chanter constant level more easily
- Wider gain range,
- CPU and level meter
- MIDI:
- (Almost) full MIDI control
- Dedicated MIDI chanter and keyboard input,
- Chanter mode global activation/deactivation,
- Drones short start,
- MIDI activity display: control/chanter/keyboard,
- Keyboard legato,
- Staccato option (note multiple trigger),
- Velocity option (note volume modulation through MIDI controller),
- MIDI panic button
- Effects:
- Delay applied to the chanter,
- Vibrato applied to the chanter,
- Flanger applied to the chanter and drones mix
- Second voice applied to the chanter
- BWW/MIDI player:
- Improved BWW support,
- File ruler,
- Metronome
- Plug-in:
- Parameters available for automation,
- Part of the preferences are shared between plug-in multiple instances.
Version 3.0.1
- patch of a random failure due to important MIDI input (ref TextEditor/CoreMIDI)
- support japanese characters for MIDI input devices
Version 3.0.2
- ASIO support for PC application
- staccato deactivated by default
Version 3.0.3 (windows only)
- fix license generation issue
Version 3.0.4 (OSX only)
- compatibility from OSX 10.6 instead of 10.7
Version 3.0.5
- add bend up & down MIDI control
- fix drone presence preset reload
- fix volume MIDI control fluidity
- fix font language random issue on Audio Unit
- improve software stability
- fix VST support by Elektra
Version 3.0.6 (OSX only)
- fix compatibility issues with OSX 10.6 and Logic 9

